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 The books follow the trio as they learn magic, and their adventures in the magical world while they seek to thwart the plans of
Lord Voldemort,  who was one of them once, but who is now Lord . Harry, Ron, and Hermione are all children in the series.

The series was based on the earlier books by English author J. K. Rowling. Rowling's inspiration for the Harry Potter series was
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her late-father's love of J. R. R. Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings series. She once said that when she was writing the Potter
books, she was not writing children's books but adult books "set in a fantasy world", similar to Tolkien's work. The original plan

was to create a series of children's books. However, her editor at Bloomsbury, Mike Kane, told her that it would be a much
better story if the books were aimed at adults. The Harry Potter books have been translated into 42 languages and have sold over

450 million copies. By 2012, the series had sold more than 600 million books. J. K. Rowling has received many awards and
honors for her contributions to literature and has been featured on several lists of the world's greatest living writers. The Potter
books have also been adapted into a film series by Warner Bros. Studios and were highly successful. The movies have grossed
over $11.5 billion worldwide. Plot summary Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone In Harry Potter and the Philosopher's

Stone, Harry is a ten-year-old boy who lives in the rural village of  with his parents,  and . His pet rat,, is named Hedwig.  is a
wizarding society where magic is commonplace, and a wizard or witch can be instantly recognized by his or her , a scarlet mark
on the forehead, usually created by an elder wizard.  is where children receive a  when they turn ten, and thereafter are given a ,
a wand crafted by an elder wizard, to teach them about magic. At the age of , children are sent to  for their . Harry receives his
on . Harry lives in a house owned by the , a wizard who specializes in the magical art of . Harry's family has a close friendship

with , his godfather, , and head of , .  is a large house of high quality , and he lives there with his wife . Harry becomes a prefect
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